The benefits of DaaS address
IT’s biggest challenges
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The benefits of DaaS, or Device as a Service, have
the potential to address a significant, looming
problem. IT departments are facing a unique
challenge within the industry: the convergence of
multiple shifts in the technology paradigm.
IT environments are becoming complex,
multi-device, and multi-platform—and they’re
encompassing more urgent requirements and
demanding IT take on a new, more strategic
position within businesses. At the same time, the
concept of the department itself is increasingly
decentralized, with decision making frequently
happening outside the traditional scope of IT
control.
To meet these challenges, traditional technology
will only go so far, and a different approach to IT’s
relationship with how technology is used within
the organization will become necessary. One of
the most comprehensive advances in this area is
DaaS, an approach that allows IT decision-makers
to tackle multiple challenges with one, simple
decision that opens the door to multiple benefits.

Back user demands for technology
that works
This new era of IT means the decisions made in
the IT sphere impact the entire organization at
deeper levels. Take, for example, user needs for
tech. As millennials begin to move to even more
prominent positions within the workforce, their
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tech dependence will add growing pressure for
more advanced and well-designed tech offerings
to attract the best talent and encourage overall
organizational performance. A 2016 Nimble
Storage report revealed that 77 percent of
millennials saw poor application performance
as having an impact on their job performance
(contrasted with half of baby boomers).
According to a Forbes article, sponsored
by Paycom, this generation sees tech as a
key contributor to their personal growth as
employees and a strong facilitator of their need
for communication. Traditional models of device
procurement would make keeping up with
demands like these prohibitively expensive and
force organizations to weigh whether consistent
outlays for the most modern technology solutions
would provide sufficient ROI.
With DaaS, these questions shift. Thanks to DaaS
vendors who offer lifecycle management, like HP,
the IT team can more readily see what devices
are underperforming and in need of upgrades,
simplifying a regular refresh of your fleet of
devices.

Navigate growing IT complexity
As these device fleets and overall IT environments
grow larger, they only become more diverse
and complex, leaving IT managers and decision
makers searching for solutions to better handle
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